
FREE-FORM

‘FLOATING ’ CEILINGS

Add to Health Club’s
Innovative Design, But

Are Practical Too!

Renovators at the Lakeway Health Club in New Orleans needed a cost-effective way
to achieve the dynamic look of a “floating” ceiling.

R enovators of the Lakeway Previously a member of a large
Club in New Orleans wanted the chain of health clubs, Lakeway is
dynamic look of an exposed ceiling part of an office and hotel complex
but found that it exceeded both the in Metairie, on the city’s north side.
budget and the comfort-level of the Membership is an amenity for com-
club owner. Their solution uses a plex workers and hotel guests, and
new technology to create “floating” members are drawn from the sur-
ceiling islands that are cost-effec- rounding area—most  o f  whom
tive and offer the acoustical and spend their days in an office envi-
aesthetic properties of a conven-
tional suspended ceiling.

ronment. Lakeway’s new design
had to reflect its role as a place for
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people to “get away from it all.”
The renovation included a com-

plete reorientation of the facilities,
which take up one floor and part of
another in the complex. Locker
rooms and showers were left in
their original positions, but the
workout, weight and aerobic areas
were moved to create a better flow.
“We wanted to create an innova-
tive, fresh space—something that
reflects the state-of-the-art equip-
ment,” said project designer Patti
Kyle, of I. William Sizeler and As-
sociates. “We did not want it to look
like a typical hotel health club, which
can be somewhat static.”

“We needed some acoustical
properties but didn’t want a stan-
dard flat ceiling. We did not want it
to look like an office,” Kyle said.

Originally, she planned to tear
out the existing acoustical tile and
leave the ceiling exposed—paint-
ing vents and pipes, while suspend-
ing fixtures from chains. There was
also an extensive system of wires to
deal with. However, the cost was
prohibitive, and Kyles’s client was
a little uneasy with the avant-garde
design.

The Kyle saw the dramatic ceil-
ing “clouds” in the newly renovated
Horizons Jazz Club of the New Or-
leans Hilton Riverside and Towers.
Ceiling contractor King & Co., Inc.
used standard acoustical panels and
grid with new suspension trim to
create free-form floating islands of
ceiling as visual partitions over ar-
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eas of the club. “It was the perfect
marriage of standard components
and design flexibility. And the price
came down,” Kyle said.

Familiar Materials,
Unconventional
Installation

The Compasso™ Suspension
Trim from USG Interiors is avail-
able in 2¼ in. and 4 in. heights and
in over 40 standard arcs and curves.
The curves of the individual trim
pieces can be combined to create
virtually any ceiling configuration:
circles, squares, triangles or any
other free-form shape desired for
islands, wall “peninsulas,” accents
or soffits.

The system comes with its own
design kit, which includes a special
template of standard curves avail-
able to a 1/4 in. and 1/8 in. scale.
The architect/designer creates a
sketch of the desired configuration
and submits it to USG Interiors
where it is transformed into an
AutoCAD® drawing. The computer
drawing is then used as the basis for
ordering and delivering the right
trim components to the jobsite.

The trim worked with almost
any type of panel and grid combina-
tion; acoustical, wood, metal or lu-
minous materials all can be used.
The grid can be used without ceil-
ing panels for an open-cell effect.

When used with panels, the is-
lands hide, but still offer easy ac-
cess, to wiring, sound systems and
HVAC systems.“Before, we would
have had to use drywall to try and
achieve this look,” said Mike Decker,
ceiling superintendent for King &
Co. “Then you lose the acoustical
value, and you can’t get at the wires,
sound systems, etc. It takes longer
to build and is much heavier. And
you really can’t get that “floating”
look with drywall.”

Decker and his crew also installed
the ceiling. “We got a pretty good
method going that wasn’t that diffi-
cult,” Decker said. “We use the ba-
sic techniques but in different ways.”

In fact, Decker said his method is
almost the reverse of installing a

The ceiling in the Lakeway Club’s aerobics room features recessed lighting and cut-
outs for ceiling fans.

conventional suspended ceiling, in 9/16 in. grid to the end of the T-bar.
which the wall molding is installed, This didn’t interfere with the instal-
then the grid, then the tile. With a lation of the 5/8 in. x 2 ft x 2 ft tiles.
free-floating ceiling there are no wall He cautioned that the hanger
moldings to affix the system to, and wires have to be hung precisely,
the grid must be laid out before the following the grid pattern, hanging
trim is attached. straight down and not too close to

Decker recommends installing the end of the “cloud” where they
the grid system oversize—overrid- might interfere with the aesthetics
ing the final trim configurations of the space above the cloud.
using the layout from the construc- Installation is facilitated by a
t ion drawings suppl ied by the unique clip which rotates for easy
manufacturer. This is done to ac- connection of trim to the grid at any
commodate laying the trim on top angle or location.
of the grid web, fine tuning the trim This type of ceiling takes a little
to the desired shape, transferring longer to install than a standard
the trim perimeter marks onto the wall-to-wall ceiling; the Lakeway
grid system and cutting the grid at ceilings tookabout a week to install.
the marked points. He cautioned “We were on a really tight construc-
that the grid must be stabilized be- tion schedule,” Kyle said. “It’s a
fore beginning this procedure. pretty free-form design and takes

Each installation is custom-de- some manipulating, but the install-
signed. Some massaging is possibleers did an incredible job.”
in installing the trim, but the prod- The results were worth it. “We’ve
uct does not bend to form. gotten rave reviews,” Decker said.

Kickers Are Key
Mike Chandler, the athletic con-
sultant who directed Lakeway’s

Stabilizing the system to the ceil- renovation, said he was pleased with
ing plan is key to proper installa- the ceiling system and will consider
tion, Decker said. At Lakeway, the it for other clubs that he oversees. q
crew screwed a channel of 1-5/8 in.
drywall track across the web of the —Photos courtesy of USG Interiors
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